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All Terrain Mobile Furniture. It just goes with the territory. • Mobility where you need it.

• Versatility when you need it.

• Organized all the time.

A l l  Terra in ® Mobi le  Furn i ture



Furniture that goes wherever you do.
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All Terrain Mobile Furniture:

Furniture that tackles the toughest
obstacles you can throw at it. 
Things like:

The ever-shrinking boundaries that
define your workspace. 

The infamous spur-of-the-moment
team meeting…in your office.

The costly shackles of immovable
furniture and storage that confine your
brilliant ideas.

It’s all in a day’s work for your furniture…it just goes with the territory.
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Sometimes i t ’s  a  team ef fort .
It’s a fact — even the most self-
sufficient workers need the support
of a good team from time to time.
Unfortunately, most office spaces
don’t allow for the spontaneous
camaraderie required to produce
world-class results. That’s where
All Terrain mobile furniture comes
in. It opens up the playing field,
allowing you to quickly move
desks, bring in the VIP files and
have enough comfy chairs so
nobody gets benched.

Storage that plays by your rules.

With multiple file drawers, back-
to-back side access bookcases and
variable height options, All Terrain
storage towers let your team
work together so everyone stays
on top of their game. Need to
form a quick huddle with your
group? The monitor stand allows
you to move your primary 
surface without disturbing your
monitor or CPU. It’s all part of the
All Terrain furniture team strategy.

Tables: Grey laminate with Knife edge,
Starlight Silver Metallic bases 
Storage: Starlight Silver Metallic with
Glacier White pulls, Frosty White tops,
Balance Overhead with Translucent
door, Starlight Silver Metallic cabinet
Screens: Starlight Silver Metallic frames,
Markerboard core, KI vertical fabric
Naturalize Granite
Seating: Engage® seating with Ripple
Brandy, Torsion® on the Go!® chairs,
Pallas® Savoy Coccio 
Panel finishes: WireWorks® panel
system, painted tiles in Starlight Silver
Metallic, fabric tiles in Guilford
Limeade, tool tiles in Cottonwood 5
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Come together.  Right  now.
Whether you’re having an
impromptu conference or a
formal training session, All Terrain
furniture knows what to do.
Thanks to versatile mobile tables
and desks, you can get together
with your coworkers and clients
whenever the need strikes. Give
presentations with all your projects
by your side. Collect your
thoughts on traveling
markerboards that conveniently
hang on wall-mounted rails to
garner that extra bit of attention.
When you don’t need them, the
mobile markerboard carts can be
stored in an unobtrusive location.
The same goes for mobile nesting
tables. Just tuck them away when
you need more space.

Have media. Will travel.

All Terrain furniture also gives you
the option to store nearly
everything in modular shelves,
drawers and cabinets. So you can
always have everything close at
hand. No more searching for that
long-lost training video. The All
Terrain media tower is ready
when you are. And, you can make
sure everybody gets the best seat
in the house with nesting Torsion®

on the Go!® chairs. Comfortable
and functional. What a concept.

Tables: Putty laminate with Warm
Grey edge, Starlight Silver Metallic
bases
Storage: Starlight Silver Metallic with
Bow Tie pulls and Frosty White tops
Seating: Torsion® on the Go!® chairs
with Echo Xanadu
Walls: Genius™ full-height wall in
Anodized Aluminum and Frosted Glass
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T-Base Tables – Specifically designed to
accommodate the pedestal file cabinet, the T-Base
gives you plenty of legroom with your valuable
information within reach.

Monitor Stand – Designed for mobility and
flexibility, the monitor stand provides a central
location for your monitor and CPU. That means
you can move your primary worktable without
disturbing your computer.

Features

All Terrain Tables – All Terrain tables are available in a variety of shapes and sizes. From corner primary surfaces to auxiliary
and training surfaces, All Terrain tables form to suit you.

Nesting Tables – It’s easy to keep your office
space open with nesting tables. Just tuck them away
when you’re not using them. Go from training to
teaming and back again — without compromising
the real estate.

Casters and Glides – Designed to roll or glide,
casters and glides are completely interchangeable
with any table or storage unit without altering the
height.
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Screens – Need a quick change? The three-point base allows you to quickly move screens to create privacy and increase user
control. Add stability to semi-permanent screens with a four-point base. A magnetic strip connects screens, providing the
ultimate in privacy. Screens come together and stay together. Now that’s attractive.

Tool Rail on Screens – Use the tool rail to
store accessory items like hard bins, file folder
hangers, pencil cups. Whatever. More workspace
means increased productivity.

Foam Core Markerboards – Good ideas
should hang around. These markerboards are
lightweight, mobile, two-sided and stackable.
They hang on panels, wall rails and storage units.
Available in several shapes and sizes.

Markerboard Cart – The markerboard cart
provides room to move, as well as extra
markerboard space. Have loads of inspiration to
share? Transport multiple markerboards at a
single time.

Magnetic Markerboards – Wherever you go,
inspiration follows. Provide an instant markerboard
surface on a storage unit, filing cabinet or overhead
door. Available in several shapes and sizes.
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All Terrain Storage – All Terrain storage provides literally hundreds of organizational solutions. Project bins, hanging files,
remedial equipment or personal belongings. From pedestal files to modular towers with side lockers, All Terrain storage meets
your needs.

Drawer in Storage Units – Drawers
accommodate both hard and soft bins, binders,
hanging files and media of all kinds. Create
compartments by using bins or organize with
standard hanging files.

Modular Tower Shelves – Modular storage
with adjustable shelves allows side access storage
for frequently used items, saving precious
worksurface space. So your stapler, phone book
and CDs are within easy reach.

Storage Slots – Get work off your desk and
create more space. Simply hang hard bins from
the side of any All Terrain binder or storage tower.
Then, you can take projects to meetings and
maintain quick access to your files. 

Pedestal With Retractable Handle – The
retractable handle allows you to move files into
tight spaces. Just retract, and the unit fits under any
standard table height.

Features
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All Terrain Screen Materials – All Terrain
screens are available in fluted plastic, markerboard
and tackable fabric cores. Or, choose segmented
screens for a combination of cores.

All Terrain Table Edges – All Terrain tables are
available with a variety of edge styles. Top to
bottom: Impact edge, Tread edge, 3 mm PVC and
Knife edge (Flat T-edge not shown).

All Terrain Bins – All Terrain bins are available in
Glacier White. The hard bins are letter size, while
the soft bins come in letter and legal size.

Flat Screen Support System – This system
offers building block versatility to ergonomically
configure one screen to a bank of four.

All Terrain Storage Pulls – All Terrain storage
is available with several handle styles. Left to right:
Plastic in Glacier White. Bow Tie in Aluminum or
Nickel finish. Metric in Aluminum finish.

All Terrain Base Metallic Colors – Table bases
are available in several metallic finishes. From front
to back: Starlight Silver Metallic, Champagne
Metallic and Bronze Metallic.

Options
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You make the rules. 
We make the rest.®

Of course KI solutions work better
for you.  They’re made for you.
No one pays more attention to 
customer needs than we do.
We don’t design our furniture to
win awards (even though it does).
We don’t rely on one-size-fits-all
solutions (even though they would
make our life easier).  We find out
what you need.  And, we make it.
The same applies to our service,
distribution channels...everything
we do.  It’s all built around knowing
what you want and giving you the
choice.  KI solutions work, because
we’re working for you.

KI
1330 Bellevue Street
P.O. Box 8100
Green Bay, Wisconsin 54308-8100
1-800-424-2432
www.ki.com

Pallas® Savoy upholsteries designed for
Pallas Textiles by Lori Weitzner.

KI and Working For You
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